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First published in 1891, Pellegrino Artusi's La scienza in cucina e l'arte di mangier bene has come

to be recognized as the most significant Italian cookbook of modern times. It was reprinted thirteen

times and had sold more than 52,000 copies in the years before Artusi's death in 1910, with the

number of recipes growing from 475 to 790. And while this figure has not changed, the book has

consistently remained in print.Although Artusi was himself of the upper classes and it was doubtful

he had ever touched a kitchen utensil or lit a fire under a pot, he wrote the book not for professional

chefs, as was the nineteenth-century custom, but for middle-class family cooks: housewives and

their domestic helpers. His tone is that of a friendly advisor - humorous and nonchalant. He indulges

in witty anecdotes about many of the recipes, describing his experiences and the historical

relevance of particular dishes.Artusi's masterpiece is not merely a popular cookbook; it is a

landmark work in Italian culture. This English edition (first published by Marsilio Publishers in 1997)

features a delightful introduction by Luigi Ballerini that traces the fascinating history of the book and

explains its importance in the context of Italian history and politics. The illustrations are by the noted

Italian artist Giuliano Della Casa.
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`Science in the Kitchen and The Art of Eating Well' by Bologna native, Pellegrino Artusi, recently

republished in English with a new introduction by American food writer, Michelle Scicolone is a work



originally written in Italian and published by the author almost 115 years ago. I was drawn to it by a

very positive reference to it in Paul Bertolli's cookbook, `Chez Panisse Cooking'.If it were not for this

recommendation, I may have been inclined to dismiss the book as irrelevant to today's cooks, given

the wealth of Italian cookbooks from Marcella Hazan, Lydia Bastianich, Michelle Scicolone herself,

and a dozen of scribblers on the cooking from the various regions (Tuscany, Lazio, Campania,

Sicily, etc.) and `superregions' (north versus south) of Italy. So, here I am to say that there is much

of value here for the foodie and the professional cook. For all you casual cookbook clients out there,

you may want to give this one a pass. In spite of its title, it has absolutely nothing in common with

the kind of kitchen science written by Harold McGee, Shirley Corriher, and Alton Brown.This is not

to say that there is no deep thinking about food in this book. The paperback has over 650 pages

filled with 790 recipes plus an English and an Italian index. And, in all that space, there are

hundreds of little observations about the right way to cook dishes. The problem for the amateur is

that almost all the recipes assume you already know a lot about cooking, so lots of little details are

left off. One of my favorite examples is in the recipe for veal saltimbocca (Veal cutlets, Roman

Style). Artusi gives scant details on the size of the cutlet except that they should be a half a finger

thick.
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